1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Metal ions in proteins participate in a wide variety of structural^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ and catalytic functions.^[@ref3]^ Metal ions could act as nucleophilic catalysts such as Zn^2+^ in carbonic anhydrases^[@ref4]^ or as electron donors, for instance, when the oxidation state of the central Fe ion changes from +2 to +3 in rubredoxin.^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ Eventually, the combination of specific ligands and the surrounding hydrogen bonding network controls the metal center characteristics such as its redox potential.^[@ref7]−[@ref9]^ The coordination of metal ions in proteins affects the local electron distribution.^[@ref10],[@ref11]^ Once the transfer of electrons from the ligands to the metal ion takes place, the coordination bonds are formed. Then, another charge flow occurs when the enzyme binds the substrate, inducing changes in the electrical dipole and its angular direction, which rotates as the reaction progresses.^[@ref12]^ Studies suggest that some enzymes are active (ready to react with the substrate) due to a vacant coordination position at the metal center. A coordination position is considered free if it is occupied by a water molecule, which is a weak ligand that can be easily replaced.^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ However, some enzymes require the water coordination to act as a nucleophile at the active site upon activation.^[@ref15]^

Tuberculosis (TB) is the most leading cause of death in developing countries and is considered a reemerging disease in the developed world.^[@ref16]^ Pyrazinamide (PZA) is an important prodrug against latent TB infection^[@ref17]−[@ref20]^ and is activated by nicotinamidase/pyrazinamidase (PZAse) enzyme.^[@ref21],[@ref22]^ PZAse is a nonessential metalloenzyme, which coordinates a metal ion in the region known as the metal coordination site (MCS). The three-dimensional structure of *M. tuberculosis* PZAse has been elucidated after its cocrystallization with Fe^2+^ (PDB ID code 3PL1). The MCS comprises Asp49, His51, His57, and His71 residues and two coordinated water molecules.^[@ref23]^ Our previous experiments showed that metal-depleted *M. tuberculosis* PZAse has a different reactivation pattern depending on the metal ion substitution.^[@ref24]^ Moreover, the *k*~cat~ and *K*~m~ values showed that the affinity for the substrate depends on the coordinated metal. Among a wide variety of metal ions, Co^2+^, Mn^2+^, and Zn^2+^ reactivated the metal-depleted *M. tuberculosis* PZAse.^[@ref24]^ Other similar studies showed that Mn^2+^ and Fe^2+^ reactivate metal-depleted *M. tuberculosis* PZAse.^[@ref25]^ However, we do not know exactly how the metal ion is involved in the reaction of *M. tuberculosis* PZAse. Du et al.^[@ref26]^ proposed a mechanism of catalysis of *Pyrococcus horikoshii* pyrazinamidase, which has a zinc metal ion in coordination with the protein (37% amino acid sequence identity with *M. tuberculosis* PZAse). They suggested that a cysteine residue of the binding site nucleophilically attacks the carbonyl carbon of PZA via the thiolate forming an acylated enzyme (first tetrahedral intermediate) after being activated by an aspartic acid residue, releasing ammonia. Then, zinc-activated water attacks the carbonyl carbon of the thioester bond (second tetrahedral intermediate). Finally, the pyrazinoic acid is released from the enzyme pocket through the binding of another water molecule to the metal.^[@ref26]^*M. tuberculosis* PZAse has a different metal binding motif and has been reported with Fe^2+^ instead of Zn^+2^ complexes.^[@ref23]^ The *M. tuberculosis* PZAse MCS is constituted by Asp49, His51, His57, and His71 (Asp52, His54, and His71, in *P. horikoshii*). However, in both cases the water molecules complete the coordination sphere of the metal ion: two water molecules in *M. tuberculosis* and three water molecules in *P. horikoshii.* Thus, the coordinated water molecules could play an important role on the enzymatic activity in both enzymes.

IR spectroscopy techniques have been used to monitor local electrostatic potential,^[@ref12],[@ref27]^ hydrogen bonding,^[@ref28]^ water interface,^[@ref29]^ drug--protein interaction, protein dynamics^[@ref30]−[@ref32]^ and enzymatic reaction progression.^[@ref33]^ Unfortunately, IR experiments have technical limitations due to the short lifetime of transition states^[@ref34],[@ref35]^ and measuring range limits.^[@ref36]^ However, sophisticated DFT calculations can predict vibrational IR spectra with chemical accuracy.^[@ref37],[@ref38]^ In this study, we calculate the stretching modes to evaluate the metal-dependent bond strength. In addition, we evaluate the binding energy of several metal ions to the *M. tuberculosis* PZAse MCS and the metal-dependent water polarization. Our results reveal that metal substitution leads a major change in the polarization of coordinated water molecules and the MCS flexibility, which could affect the substrate binding and enzyme reactivity. A better understanding of the functional role of metal ions in the PZAse activity is relevant considering that abnormalities in the PZAse activity are highly associated with the PZA resistance.^[@ref39],[@ref40]^

2. THEORETICAL METHODS {#sec2}
======================

The *M. tuberculosis* PZAse MCS comprises four residues (His51, His57, His71, and Asp49), two water molecules, and a divalent metal atom. The initial MCS structure is adopted from the crystallized PZAse structure of *M. tuberculosis* H37Rv strain (3PL1 PDB code).^[@ref23]^ In this crystalline structure, the MCS is coordinated with Fe^2+^. Using the MCS-Fe^2+^ model, we construct two more complexes by the substitution of Fe^2+^ with Zn^2+^ and Mn^2+^. The MCS structure is separated from the entire enzyme, and dangling bonds are completed with hydrogen atoms.

Density functional theory (DFT)^[@ref41],[@ref42]^ is used to find the ground state of all coordinated complexes.^[@ref43]−[@ref46]^ We use Becke-3 exchange functional^[@ref47]^ with the Perdew--Wang 91 correlation functional.^[@ref48]^ In DFT, the Schrödinger equation is transformed to an energy functional of the electron density. We use the atom-centered split valence with polarization functions 6-31G(d,p)^[@ref49]^ for C, H, O, and N; and the LANL2DZ basis set^[@ref50]^ with effective core potentials (ECP) for the metal atoms. In the ECP, the core electrons are replaced by an effective potential that speeds up calculations with little loss of accuracy. All these procedures have provided accurate results in a wide range of applications including those with organic and inorganic moieties.^[@ref51]−[@ref56]^ The three metal complexes are optimized in the gas and aqueous phases using the polarizable continuum model (PCM).^[@ref57]^ The PCM mimics the water solvent effect on the compounds, yielding the molecular free energy in solution as the sum of the electrostatic, distribution-repulsion, and cavitation energies.^[@ref57]^ The cavities are defined by van der Waals radii spheres centered at the atomic positions. All optimizations are performed without geometrical symmetry constraints; the *C*~1~ point group is used, to find out whether unsymmetrical structures are local minima. To determine whether a structure is a local minimum, we calculate the second derivative of the energy with respect to all spatial coordinates to safeguard that Hessian matrix eigenvalues are all real. Diagonalization of the mass weighted Hessian yields the harmonic vibrational frequencies.^[@ref58]^ Mulliken population analysis^[@ref59]^ is used to determine equivalent charges on all atoms from the metal complexes.

Some physical properties depend upon a system response to some form of perturbation. IR intensities result from electric field perturbations to the molecular system. The response to an electric field is described as a nonlinear function, which can be represented by a Taylor expansion involving coefficients identified as the permanent dipole moment (μ), polarizability (α), and hyperpolarizability (β). As a result, IR intensities can be calculated as the derivative of the dipole moment with respect to the coordinates of the normal modes of vibration.^[@ref60]^ Validation of the theoretical frequency values is done using experimental spectroscopy data of analogue complexes.^[@ref36],[@ref61]−[@ref65]^ Binding energy values are obtained from the difference between the energy of the optimized complex and the sum of single point energies of each complex component. All the binding energy calculations consider the system in the gas phase.^[@ref66]^ Thermal, zero point vibrational energy (ZPVE),^[@ref67]^ basis set superposition error (BSSE),^[@ref68]^ and Grimme dispersion (GD3)^[@ref69]^ corrections are added to the binding energy calculation. BSSE correction of a system with two fragments (Δ) considers the calculation of each fragment energy using full set of expansion functions of the entire system energy calculation. This is done by taking each complementary fragment orbital as ghost:

All calculations are performed using the Gaussian 09 program.^[@ref70]^ Jmol is used to visualize the optimized structures.^[@ref71]^ The enzyme hydrophobicity is estimated using the Kyte and Doolittle hydrophobic index, and the graphical model is done using Chimera software.^[@ref72]^ The hydrophobic index depends on the free energy transfer from vapor to water of amino acids and amino acid distribution. The calculation of the root-mean-square distance (RMSD) is done by the VMD program.^[@ref73]^ The stretching modes are assigned using isotopically substituted species such as nitrogen (^15^N) and oxygen (^17^O). The force constant of bonds have been calculated from the Hessian matrix using the FUERZA procedure.^[@ref74],[@ref75]^ Our spectroscopy analysis is focused on the region 0--500 cm^--1^ because all the stretching modes of the coordination bonds rely on this region. The IR signatures have been plotted using pure Lorentzian functions with a full width at half maximum (fwhm) of 10 cm^--1^.

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Hydrophobicity of PZAse {#sec3.1}
----------------------------

Water plays an important role in molecular recognition. It mediates the interaction between binding partners and contributes to either enthalpic or entropic stabilization. The affinity to water is very important to enzymes. Usually, the enzymatic reactions occur by the mediation of water molecules, e.g., proton transfer. Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the Kyte and Doolittle hydrophobic scale values for the PZAse amino acids.

![Hydrophobicity surface of PZAse. The blue region means highly hydrophilic characteristic. Dodger blue for the most hydrophilic, to white, to orange red for the most hydrophobic.](jp-2014-04096d_0001){#fig1}

The amino acids from the MCS are primarily blue, indicating that they have hydrophilic character. This fact favors the metal free ion approaching toward the MCS, because free metal ions are into a hydration shell.^[@ref76]−[@ref79]^ The water affinity of the MCS surrounding could attenuate the metal-solvent interaction, facilitating the ligand exchange.

3.2. Optimization of Structures {#sec3.2}
-------------------------------

Zn-, Fe-, and Mn-coordinated complexes are optimized in the gas and aqueous phases. Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} shows the total free energy for the PZAse--metal complexes under study. Energies are lower in aqueous phase than in gas phase. This fact indicates that the PZAse--metal complexes have greater polar character and consequently show greater affinity to water. The energy difference between complexes in the aqueous and gas phases is around 57 kcal/mol, which in comparison to the hydrogen bond energy O--H···N (6.9 kcal/mol) and O--H···O (5.0 kcal/mol), corresponds to approximately ten hydrogen bonds. The Fe-coordinated complex has the lowest free energy in the aqueous phase, which means it has a higher hydrophilic property than Zn- and Mn-coordinated complexes. Fe- and Mn-coordinated complexes are high spin systems. The highest multiplicity is *sextet* and corresponds to the Mn-coordinated complex. It is because the Mn-coordinated complex has a higher repulsive energy than the energy required to place an electron on the e~g~ orbital. It means that the energy cost of placing an electron into an already singly occupied orbital must be higher than the cost of placing the additional electron into an e~g~ orbital.

###### Ground State Energy of the Coordinated Complexes in Gas and Aqueous Phases

                                 free energy ^298 K^ (Ha)                  
  ------------ --------- ------- -------------------------- -------------- ------
  Zn complex   singlet   d^10^   --2074.18611               --2074.27814   57.7
  Fe complex   quintet   d^6^    --2132.07416               --2132.16407   56.4
  Mn complex   sextet    d^5^    --2112.58723               --2112.67895   57.6

Multiplicity (2*S*+1), *S* is the total spin.

Aqueous phase effect is calculated with the polarizable continuum model.

Gas-aqueous phase free energy difference.

It is known that the split of d-orbital energy levels of the transition metal under the interaction with ligand fields governs the symmetry of the coordination complexes. The optimized structures of Zn-, Fe-, and Mn-coordinated complexes show small distorted octahedral structures. This is because the electron--electron repulsion between metal and ligands orbitals does not largely disturb the symmetry. The 3d-orbital energy splitting of metal-coordinated complexes is small because His, Asp, and water have a weak field ligand. Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the optimized structures of the Zn-, Fe-, and Mn-coordinated complexes. Metal ions coordinate with three N-donor ligands (imidazolyl group from histidine residues) and three O-donor ligands (carboxylate from aspartic acid residue and water molecules). The metal-coordinated complexes have two coordinated water molecules as endogenous ligands, which are important to the enzymatic reaction understanding, because usually coordinated water results in a better Lewis acid than free water.

![Optimized structure of the Zn^2+^-, Fe^2+^-, and Mn^2+^-coordinated complexes. These complexes have the same ligands: the imidazole of histidine (His51, His57, and His71), the aspartic acid (Asp49) and two water molecules (HOH 220--221). \[M(His)~3~(Asp)2H~2~O\]^+1^, where M = Zn, Fe, and Mn. Dashed lines represent the coordination bonds.](jp-2014-04096d_0002){#fig2}

To determine the actual hydrophilic character of the metal within the protein, we calculate the binding energy of the two coordinated water molecules to the metal ion when it is part of the complex with the amino acids (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). Each coordinated water molecule in the overall metal-coordinated complex is fixed by a coordination bond to the central metal and a hydrogen bond to the carboxylate oxygen of Asp49. Zn-coordinated complex has the highest interaction energy between the two coordinated water molecules and \[Zn(His)~3~(Asp)\]^+1^.

###### Binding Energy[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} of Two-Coordinated Water Molecules to the Metal Complex in PZAse in Gas Phase

  complex      binding energy   ZPEV   BSSE    GD3
  ------------ ---------------- ------ ------- ---------
  Zn complex   --59.82          4.85   11.61   --23.11
  Fe complex   --56.81          4.64   12.49   --22.70
  Mn complex   --59.57          4.63   12.39   --21.18

Binding energy and correction values in kcal/mol.

### Zn^2+^ Coordination Complex {#sec3.2.1}

The ground state is a *singlet*, meaning that all the electrons are paired. Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} shows the calculated length of the coordination bonds and their comparison with averaged experimental values obtained from zinc metalloenzyme database.^[@ref80]^ The lengths of the Zn--Nε coordination bonds are shorter in the aqueous phase than in the gas phase, whereas Zn--O bonds are larger, except for Zn--O (H~2~O220). All the calculated coordination bond length values are higher than the average bond length of the corresponding bond type from the zinc metalloenzyme database.

### Fe^2+^ Coordination Complex {#sec3.2.2}

The ground state is *quintet*. Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} shows the calculated length of coordination bonds in comparison with experimental values obtained from PZAse structure cocrystallized with Fe.^[@ref23]^ Coordination bonds of the optimized Fe complex are shorter than in the MCS of the PZAse crystal. One of the experimental bond lengths of Fe--O(H~2~O) differs more than 0.6 Å from theoretical values because the position of a MCS surrounding water molecule from the crystallized enzyme does not correspond to the optimized complex at the minimum energy level. In the crystal, the two surrounding water molecules (H~2~O220 and H~2~O221) are localized distinctively, H~2~O220 is close to Fe--O coordination bond distance but H~2~O221 is not. Displacement of interstitial water during a protein crystallization is common. The crystallized protein structure depends on particular environment and operating conditions such as pH and salt in the buffer, temperature, and supersaturation. These conditions restrain atoms positions in different ways than in the gas/aqueous phase calculated here.

###### Calculated Coordination Bond Lengths in the Zn-, Fe-, and Mn-Coordinated Complexes and Mean Error (ME)

                     length (Å)           ME                                                
  ------------------ ------------ ------- --------------------------------------- --------- ---------
  Zn--Nε (His51)     2.167        2.160   2.120[a](#t3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.047     0.040
  Zn--Nε (His57)     2.199        2.183   2.120[a](#t3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.079     0.063
  Zn--Nε (His71)     2.160        2.158   2.120[a](#t3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.040     0.038
  Zn--O (Asp49)      2.116        2.150   2.070[a](#t3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.046     0.080
  Zn--O (H~2~O221)   2.222        2.227   2.220[a](#t3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.002     0.007
  Zn--O (H~2~O220)   2.265        2.257   2.220[a](#t3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.045     0.037
  Fe--Nε (His51)     2.172        2.154   2.302[b](#t3fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   --0.130   --0.148
  Fe--Nε (His57)     2.191        2.197   2.326[b](#t3fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   --0.135   --0.129
  Fe--Nε (His71)     2.187        2.163   2.234[b](#t3fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   --0.047   --0.071
  Fe--O (Asp49)      2.063        2.176   2.150[b](#t3fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   --0.087   0.026
  Fe--O (H~2~O221)   2.279        2.233   2.260[b](#t3fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.019     --0.027
  Fe--O (H~2~O220)   2.289        2.239   2.872[b](#t3fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   --0.583   --0.633
  Mn--Nε (His51)     2.233        2.225   2.200[c](#t3fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.033     0.025
  Mn--Nε (His57)     2.262        2.244   2.200[c](#t3fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.062     0.044
  Mn--Nε (His71)     2.220        2.220   2.200[c](#t3fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.020     0.020
  Mn--O (Asp49)      2.147        2.181   2.151[d](#t3fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}   --0.004   0.030
  Mn--O (H~2~O221)   2.295        2.306   2.226[d](#t3fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.069     0.080
  Mn--O (H~2~O220)   2.345        2.334   2.226[d](#t3fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.119     0.108

Average bond length data from 994 Protein Data Bank structures.^[@ref80]^

Crystallized pyrazinamidase enzyme belonging to *M. tuberculosis* (PDB code, 3PL1).^[@ref23]^

Average bond length data from Protein Data Bank structures and the Cambridge Structural Database with resolution \<1.50 Å.^[@ref32]^

Average bond length data from Protein Data Bank structures and the Cambridge Structural Database with resolution \<1.25 Å.^[@ref33]^

### Mn^2+^ coordination complex {#sec3.2.3}

The ground state is *sextet*; i.e., five electrons are unpaired. Structurally, the paramagnetic effects offer a rich source of long-range structural restraints. The paramagnetic effect of Mn^2+^ on the proton relaxation rate of water at different magnetic fields strengths could allow us to elucidate the exact role of the metal-bound water molecule in the reaction. Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} shows the comparison of calculated and averaged experimental coordination bond length values from the manganese metalloprotein database.^[@ref81]^ We notice that the calculated coordination bond length values are higher than the average ones from crystallized Mn metalloproteins.

From Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}, the Fe-coordinated complex shows the highest bond length mean errors from optimized structures and crystallized enzyme. The metal atoms differ in the ionic radius for six-coordination: Mn^2+^, 0.83 nm (high spin); Fe^2+^, 0.78 nm (high spin); Zn^2+^, 0.74 nm (low spin).^[@ref82]^ The small ionic radius of the metal center allows the formation of short coordination bonds between the metal and its ligands. Calculated coordination bonds affirm this hypothesis. Smaller coordination bonds are present in the Zn complex, and longer bonds are in Mn complex. Results show that the Me--O (Asp) bond type is shorter than Me--O (H~2~O) probably because the oxygen of the aspartic acid residue has higher electron density than the oxygen atom belonging to water. It is because the resonant effect of the carboxylate terminal allows a more intense Coulomb interaction with the divalent cation. In addition, among the M--Nε bond type, the Me--Nε (His57) bond at the axial location is longer than the Me--Nε (His51 and His71) at the equatorial. Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows that the optimized metal complex structures do not differ notoriously (RMSD 0.088 Å). The optimized MCS structures differ from the crystallized PZAse enzyme MCS, PDB code 3PL1 (overall RMSD 1.092 Å). This structural difference could be due to the steric effect by bulky amino acids from the second coordination sphere and the electrostatic environment of the enzyme. However, the RMSD value is into the acceptable range (\<2 Å). It suggests that metal ion replacement does not disturb the 3D orientation of endogenous ligands (amino acids).

![Superimposed complexes of Zn^2+^ (red), Fe^2+^ (dark blue), and Mn^2+^ (cyan) in the aqueous phase. (b) is the view rotated 180° from (a). The overall RMSD of the three optimized metal complexes is 0.088 Å.](jp-2014-04096d_0003){#fig3}

Studies of coordination event in *M. tuberculosis* PZAse have been done with the metal ions addition in the metal-depleted PZAse sample. These studies showed that metal ions reactivate the PZAse enzymatic activity, which mean that ligands from protein are able to coordinate metal ions in solution.^[@ref24]^ To understand this event, we calculate the binding energy of different metal ions to ligands. Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"} shows the binding energy values of the metals when they are fully coordinated to water molecules and when they are coordinated at the PZAse MCS.

###### Binding Energy[a](#t4fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} of Metal Ion to Six Ligands in the Gas Phase[a](#t4fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  complex        binding energy   ZPEV   BSSE    GD3
  -------------- ---------------- ------ ------- ---------
  Zn(H~2~O)~6~   --387.26         9.67   12.74   --19.94
  Fe(H~2~O)~6~   --381.85         9.18   12.96   --20.09
  Mn(H~2~O)~6~   --356.39         9.35   12.89   --18.86
  Zn complex     --603.01         8.07   8.60    --19.90
  Fe complex     --600.94         8.05   12.30   --18.87
  Mn complex     --569.05         7.78   11.02   --18.50

Binding energy and correction values in kcal/mol.

Results from Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"} explain why the complexation of metal ions is possible within the PZAse MCS. The binding energy of metal to ligands is higher when the MCS coordinates the ion metal complex than when just water molecules coordinate it. It is important to understand that protein environment provides a means of stabilizing a coordination with specific biological function, in this case to ensure the nonredox role of metal ion. Zn^2+^ shows the highest binding energy to the ligands from protein, but it has the highest energetic cost to displace the water molecules from first hydration shell. However, it is not considered the effect of the hydrophilic MCS surrounding (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which could affect the metal−water affinity and favors the ligand exchange.

Experiments have shown that the p*K*~a~ value of water (p*K*~a~ = 15.74) decreases when it forms part of a metal complex such as \[Zn(H~2~O)~6~\]^2+^ (p*K*~a~ = 9.0). In addition, it is possible for a zinc-bound water molecule to have a p*K*~a~ as low as 7 in carbonic anhydrase to enable the deprotonation at neutral pH.^[@ref83]^ It is known that the p*K*~a~ of metal-bound water is influenced by the coordination number and charge distribution of the complex. Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"} shows the partial charges of the atoms from the metal-coordinated complexes. Results indicate that the charge transfer from identical ligands to different metal ions varies. It means that metal ions have different electron acceptor characteristic (Lewis acid). Fe^2+^ easily accepts electrons from ligands, whereas Zn^2+^ does not. Additionally, the metal ions induce a differential polarization of the metal-bound water as following Zn^2+^ \> Mn^2+^ \> Fe^2+^. This effect plays an important role in the enzymatic reaction because the coordinated water polarization could facilitate a deprotonation event under a basic residue interaction.

###### Atomic Partial Charges of Some Atoms from Optimized Metal-Coordinated Complexes in Aqueous Phase

  atom                                             Zn complex   Fe complex   Mn complex
  ------------------------------------------------ ------------ ------------ ------------
  Me                                               0.993        0.664        0.801
  Nε (His51)                                       --0.557      --0.527      --0.540
  Nε (His57)                                       --0.554      --0.496      --0.529
  Nε (His71)                                       --0.570      --0.523      --0.547
  O (Asp49)                                        --0.588      --0.546      --0.571
  O66 (H~2~O221)                                   --0.659      --0.620      --0.634
  H67[a](#t5fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} (H~2~O221)   0.368        0.371        0.369
  H68 (H~2~O221)                                   0.369        0.369        0.366
  O77 (H~2~O220)                                   --0.660      --0.626      --0.634
  H76 (H~2~O220)                                   0.371        0.371        0.367
  H78[a](#t5fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} (H~2~O220)   0.369        0.376        0.369

Hydrogen donor, OH···OC.

3.3. IR Spectra Analysis {#sec3.3}
------------------------

Vibrational spectroscopy is very sensitive to changes in bond strength. The vibrational spectra can be obtained from the absorption of IR, Raman scattering or differential absorption of polarized light. Table [6](#tbl6){ref-type="other"} shows the validation of the chosen level of theory for the calculations, by the comparison of the calculated (calc) stretching vibrational mode frequency of the coordination bonds of the three metal complexes with their corresponding experimental (exp) values.

###### Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Vibrational Frequencies for Metal--Nε and Metal--O Bonds of the Zn^+2^-, Fe^+2^-, and Mn^+2^-Coordinated Complexes in the Gas and Aqueous Phases

                  calc         mean error                                   
  --------------- ------ ----- ------------------------------------- ------ ------
  Zn--Nε (His)    208    210   208[a](#t6fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   0      2
  Fe--Nε (His)    220    225   231[b](#t6fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   --11   --6
  Mn--Nε (His)    215    212   211[c](#t6fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}   4      1
  Zn--O (Asp)     224    250   249[d](#t6fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}   --25   1
  Fe--O (Asp)     302    290   315[e](#t6fn6){ref-type="table-fn"}   --13   --25
  Mn--O (Asp)     218    246   245[f](#t6fn7){ref-type="table-fn"}   --27   1
  Zn--O (H~2~O)   275    271                                                 
  Fe--O (H~2~O)   268    279                                                 
  Mn--O (H~2~O)   264    258                                                 

\[Zn(Him)~6~\]Cl~2.~^[@ref61]^

\[Fe(Him)~6~\](ClO~4~)~2~.^[@ref62]^

\[Mn(Him)~6~\](ClO~4~)~2~.^[@ref62]^

*trans*-\[Zn(glycinato)~2~(H~2~O)\].^[@ref63]^

\[Fe(S-allyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-cysteinate)~2~\].^[@ref64]^

\[Mn(5-MeOI2CA)~2~(H~2~O)~2~\].^[@ref84]^

The calculated frequencies (Table [6](#tbl6){ref-type="other"}) of the Me--Nε (His) bond stretching modes are closer to experimental values than Me--O (Asp and H~2~O). The stretching modes of coordination bonds from calculations at aqueous phase show closer values to the experiments than at gas phase (∼5% accuracy with experimental values). However, there are still differences between calculated and experimental frequencies of the MCS. Two main factors may be responsible for these differences, the environment and the harmonic approximation limitations.

Bond force constants determine the bond stiffness and are calculated from the second derivative of the energy with respect to the Cartesian coordinates or Hessian tensor. Table [7](#tbl7){ref-type="other"} shows the force constant for coordination and O--H(H~2~O) bonds, which are calculated from the Hessian of metal complexes in the aqueous phase.

###### Force Constant Values of Coordination and O--H(H~2~O) Bonds of Metal Complexes in Aqueous Phase

  bond                                                               length (Å)   force constant \[kcal/(mol·Å^2^)\]
  ------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------ ------------------------------------
  Zn--Nε (His51)                                                     2.160        43.59
  Zn--Nε (His57)                                                     2.183        38.46
  Zn--Nε (His71)                                                     2.158        44.01
  Zn--O (Asp49)                                                      2.150        15.56
  Zn--O66 (H~2~O221)                                                 2.227        15.31
  Zn--O77 (H~2~O220)                                                 2.257        14.95
  Fe--Nε (His51)                                                     2.154        47.43
  Fe--Nε (His57)                                                     2.197        36.37
  Fe--Nε (His71)                                                     2.163        43.81
  Fe--O (Asp49)                                                      2.176        17.42
  Fe--O66 (H~2~O221)                                                 2.233        17.91
  Fe--O77 (H~2~O220)                                                 2.239        20.33
  Mn--Nε (His51)                                                     2.225        39.29
  Mn--Nε (His57)                                                     2.244        35.71
  Mn--Nε (His71)                                                     2.220        40.59
  Mn--O (Asp49)                                                      2.180        13.92
  Mn--O66 (H~2~O221)                                                 2.306        11.52
  Mn--O77 (H~2~O220)                                                 2.338        12.30
  (Zn complex) O77--H76 (H~2~O220)                                   0.965        588.48
  (Zn complex) O77--H78[a](#t7fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} (H~2~O220)   0.988        469.44
  (Zn complex) O66--H67[a](#t7fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} (H~2~O221)   0.988        468.38
  (Zn complex) O66--H68 (H~2~O221)                                   0.965        591.54
  (Fe complex) O77--H76 (H~2~O220)                                   0.966        587.00
  (Fe complex) O77--H78[a](#t7fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} (H~2~O220)   0.992        450.35
  (Fe complex) O66--H67[a](#t7fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} (H~2~O221)   0.988        470.68
  (Fe complex) O66--H68 (H~2~O221)                                   0.965        591.75
  (Mn complex) O77--H76 (H~2~O220)                                   0.965        588.18
  (Mn complex) O77--H78[a](#t7fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} (H~2~O220)   0.988        473.04
  (Mn complex) O66--H67[a](#t7fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} (H~2~O221)   0.988        469.47
  (Mn complex) O66--H68 (H~2~O221)                                   0.965        591.25

Hydrogen bonded O---H bond, O---H···O=C.

Among coordination bonds, the Me-Nε bond type is much tighter than Me-O (Table [7](#tbl7){ref-type="other"}). The bond force constant for Me--Nε bond type decreases as Fe--Nε \> Zn--Nε \> Mn--Nε, and for the Me--O(Asp/H~2~O) bond type as Fe--O \> Zn--O \> Mn--O. The O66--H67 and O77--H78 bonds are significantly more flexible than the other O--H bond from the corresponding coordinated water molecule, because the hydrogen atom of these bonds (H67 and H78) forms a hydrogen bond with Asp49. Results suggest that H67 and H68 are more feasible to be donated. Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} compares the calculated IR spectra of metal complexes in the gas and aqueous phases.

![Comparison of far-infrared intensity spectra for (a) Zn-, (b) Fe-, and (c) Mn-coordinated complexes in aqueous and gas phases in the 500--0 cm^--1^ region. Calculated bond stretching modes from metal-coordinated complexes are indicated by arrows, as well as experimental bond stretching from analogue structures. The stretching mode of metal--O(H~2~O) is represented by ν1, metal--O(Asp) by ν2 and metal--Nε (His) by ν3. Experimental values are denoted by single prime mark.](jp-2014-04096d_0004){#fig4}

The calculated stretching vibrational mode of the Me--O bond type is higher than for the Me--Nε bond, and the wavenumber values corresponding to the stretching vibrational modes of coordination bonds of metal complexes in the aqueous phase are in closer agreement with experimental data than the corresponding ones in the gas phase (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Also, the stretching wavenumber values of the coordination bonds depend upon the environment. The Me--O(Asp) band is the most "solvent-sensitive" band in the far-infrared spectra. Intensity in a molecular spectrum is as important as the wavenumber. High IR intensities are located at 400--500 cm^--1^ and the intermediate ones are at 200--300 cm^--1^ for both spectra (metal-coordinated complexes in the gas and aqueous phases). Generally, the IR intensity is higher when the metal-coordinated complex is in the aqueous phase because the increment of the dipole moment under a dielectric environment further polarizes the molecule. Among the metal complexes, the Fe-coordinated complex has the highest IR intensities in the aqueous phase. It is because the dipole moment difference of the Fe-coordinated complex in the aqueous and gas phases is 34.97 D, whereas for Zn- and Mn-coordinated complexes the differences are around 1.76 D. This suggests that the induced dipole moment by dielectric polarization is highly susceptible to increase when Fe^2+^ is coordinated to the MCS. In general, the measurement of solvent dependence of stretching frequency, line shape, and absorbance intensity represents a model to identify the local environment of proteins (hydrophilic/hydrophobic region).

It is known that water dynamics is coupled to the catalytic reaction coordinate.^[@ref85]^ Thus, it is interesting to evaluate the metal--water bond strength. Table [8](#tbl9){ref-type="other"} shows the wavenumber values of stretching modes of the Me--O(H~2~O), hydrogen bonded O--H(H~2~O), and free O--H(H~2~O) bonds of several metal-coordinated systems. The tetrahedral arrangement was selected to represent the liquid water, because it is comparable to the local coordination of the water molecule at room temperature.^[@ref67]^ Results show that the stretching mode of the same type of Me--O(H~2~O) bond varies according to the coordinated metal system. Values are lower in the metal complex within the MCS (metal complex) than in free metal in aqueous phase (metal hexaquo). In addition, considering the binding energy per water molecule of the free metal and metal-bound MCS to water molecules, the Me--O(H~2~O) is weaker when the metal is in complex with the protein. Results shows that the O--H(H~2~O) stretching wavenumber is also lower when the coordinated water molecule forms part of the first coordination shell of the metal within the MCS than when it is coordinated to free metal ion in the aqueous phase.

###### Stretching Frequencies of the Me--O(H~2~O) Coordination Bond and O--H Bond from Water Molecules of Several Hydrogen Bonded Systems at Aqueous Phase

  complex                                                           wavenumber (cm^--1^)
  ----------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
  (Zn complex) Zn--O(H~2~O)                                         271
  (Fe complex) Fe--O(H~2~O)                                         279
  (Mn complex) Mn--O(H~2~O)                                         258
  (Zn hexaquo) Zn--O(H~2~O)[a](#t9fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}         331
  (Fe hexaquo) Fe--O(H~2~O)[a](#t9fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}         352
  (Mn hexaquo) Mn--O(H~2~O)[a](#t9fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}         320
  (Zn complex) O--H(H~2~O)[b](#t9fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}          3428
  (Fe complex) O--H(H~2~O)[b](#t9fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}          3416
  (Mn complex) O--H(H~2~O)[b](#t9fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}          3438
  (Zn hexaquo) O--H(H~2~O)[c](#t9fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}          3833
  (Fe hexaquo) O--H(H~2~O)[c](#t9fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}          3823
  (Mn hexaquo) O--H(H~2~O)[c](#t9fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}          3822
  (tetrahedral water) O--H(H~2~O)[b](#t9fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   3450

Experimental stretching mode of Me---O(H~2~O) from fully hydrated metal ions: \[Zn(H~2~O)~6~\]SO~4~·H~2~O, 364 cm^--1^; \[Fe(H~2~O)~6~\]SiF~6~, 384 cm^--1^; \[Mn(H~2~O)~6~\]SiF~6~, 395 cm^--1^.^[@ref36]^

Hydrogen bonded OH.

Free OH.

Table [9](#tbl10){ref-type="other"} shows the force constant of Me--O(H~2~O) and O--H(H~2~O) bonds for all metal-coordinated systems. Results show that Me--O(H~2~O) is tighter when the metal is in free solution than when it is within the MCS. The Me--O(H~2~O) bond force constant decreases as Fe--O(H~2~O) \> Zn--O(H~2~O) \> Mn--O(H~2~O). This trend responds to the partial ionic character of the Me--O(H~2~O) bond in the metal--PZAse complex. Results suggest that water molecules are more labile when they are coordinated with the protein, which could facilitate the enzymatic reaction. In addition, the Me--O(H~2~O) bond is weaker when the metal is coordinated with PZAse instead of with only water molecules. Studies have found the presence of rigid water molecules at the active site during electrostatic environment changes.^[@ref85]^ It has been suggested that water dipole at the active site favors the enzymatic reaction by the preorganized electrostatic maintenance.^[@ref85]^ Results show that the O--H bond of the water molecule is tighter when the water molecule fully coordinates the metal ion than when it completes the first hydration shell of the metal within the MCS. It suggests that the protein provides the environment to favor the deprotonation of the metal-bound water molecule at neutral pH. However, the metal-bound hydroxide generation should be part of further events such as the strong basic residue interaction. In addition, the difference in the O--H stretching mode allows us to identify the hydrogen bonded system. The O--H bond strength is lower when the water molecule forms one hydrogen bond and one coordination bond than when it forms four hydrogen bonds in liquid \[water tetrahedral 549.20 ± 47.60 kcal/(mol·Å^2^)\].

###### Average Me--O(H~2~O) and O--H Bond Force Constants[a](#t10fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} of the Metal Coordination Site of PZAse (Me at the MCS) and Fully Hydrated Metal Ions (Hexaquo Me) at Aqueous Phase

  bond                        Me at the MCS    hexaquo Me
  --------------------------- ---------------- ---------------
  Zn--O(H~2~O)                15.13 ± 0.18     40.59 ± 3.71
  Fe--O(H~2~O)                19.12 ± 1.21     45.09 ± 2.72
  Mn--O(H~2~O)                11.91 ± 0.39     37.69 ± 0.82
  O--H(H~2~O) in Zn complex   529.46 ± 60.56   578.98 ± 6.54
  O--H(H~2~O) in Fe complex   524.95 ± 64.85   589.03 ± 2.12
  O--H(H~2~O) in Mn complex   530.49 ± 59.25   589.21 ± 1.73

Force constant values in kcal/(mol·Å^2^).

Study of the HOH bending mode of water molecule is important as the OH stretching. The analysis of the HOH bending vibration represents an important gateway for transferring intramolecular energy trough the hydrogen bond network.^[@ref68]^ Table [10](#tbl11){ref-type="other"} shows the wavenumber values of the HOH bending of water from liquid bulk, fully hydrated metal ion, and metal complex (metal within *M. tuberculosis* PZAse MCS). Results show that ligands from protein favor the decrease of the vibrational energy of the HOH bending mode, because the stretching of the C=O(Asp) is coupled to the HOH bending of coordinated water molecules. Finally, some energy is transferred between Asp and coordinated water molecules.

###### HOH Bending of Coordinated Water of Several Systems in the Aqueous Phase

  complex             wavenumber (cm^--1^)
  ------------------- ----------------------
  (Zn complex) HOH    1619
  (Fe complex) HOH    1611
  (Mn complex) HOH    1615
  (Zn hexaquo) HOH    1637
  (Fe hexaquo) HOH    1643
  (Mn hexaquo) HOH    1627
  tetrahedral water   1677

Table [11](#tbl12){ref-type="other"} shows the stretching mode wavenumber of particular bonds of the ligands. Results show that the stretching mode of C=O(Asp) and C=N(His) varies when the metal ion is within the MCS. The coordination of different metal ions causes specific effect on some stretching bonds in ligands. In general, after metal complexation some bonds from the MCS amino acids become tighter. Shift on the C=O and C=N bands toward higher wavenumber indicates metal coordination. Fe^2+^ complexation causes a small effect over the C=O(Asp) and C=N(His) in comparison to Zn^2+^ and Mn^2+^. The hydrogen bond between Asp to each coordinated water molecule decreases the electron density in the C=O bond. Thus, the hydrogen bond increases the covalent character of C=O (Asp). There is a linear correlation between the partial charge of the coordinated metal and the stretching of C=O from Asp49. The C=O stretching decreases as Zn complex (Zn charge 0.993) \> Mn complex (Mn charge 0.801) \> Fe complex (Fe charge 0.664). The highest shift on IR bands corresponds to the νC=N bond from histidine residue. It means that it is possible to track the coordination by measuring the stretching mode of the C=N bond.

###### Wavenumber Values[a](#t12fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} of Selected Bonds from the PZAse MCS in the Aqueous Phase

  complex                                    νC=O (Asp^--1^)   νC=N (His)
  ------------------------------------------ ----------------- ------------
  Zn complex                                 1619              1546
  Fe complex                                 1611              1540
  Mn complex                                 1615              1543
  protein[b](#t12fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   1732--1763        1617

Wavenumber in cm^--1^.

Experimental values of stretching modes of amino acids in protein in the aqueous phase.^[@ref33]^

Studies have shown that a high mobility/disorder at the catalytic site might be detrimental. The hypothesis is that catalytic residues are immobilized to protect the delicate arrangement of functional groups.^[@ref86]^ It suggests that metal complexation favors the needed rigidity of the PZAse active site.

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

The Zn^2+^, Fe^2+^, and Mn^2+^ transition metal ions form an octahedral complex with *M. tuberculosis* PZAse MCS. Structurally, the replacement of metal ions does not cause severe structural changes. However, there is an important charge distribution change. The O--H bond of the two coordinated water molecules is highly polarized when Zn^2+^ or Mn^2+^ is coordinated with the PZAse MCS. This report suggests that *M. tuberculosis* PZAse is more feasible to coordinate Zn^2+^ than Fe^2+^ and Mn^2+^. One possible explanation about the driving force to coordinate preferentially Zn^2+^ with metal-depleted *M. tuberculosis* PZAse is the highest affinity of the metal ion to the MCS amino acids. Metal complexation affects also the MCS flexibility, for instance, coordination bonds of the Fe complex are stronger in comparison to their counterparts. However, interestingly, the metal within the MCS does not diminish the water lability, because the Me---O(H~2~O) bond force constant is actually higher when the metal is free in solution than when it is within the MCS. The vibrational coupling between the C=O(Asp49) and O---H(H~2~O) stretching modes could be considered a proton shuttle. Results suggest that deprotonation of the water molecule is favored by the specific metal complexation within PZAse due to the effect of polarization on the OH bond. Further events such as a strong basic molecule interaction could finally deprotonate the coordinated water molecule. Thus, the water deprotonation could be part of serial events. IR spectroscopy is used as a tool to study the coordination event over the PZAse MCS, in which the C=N (His) stretching is the most responsive mode to identify the coordination of metal ions. Movement of water could be also identified due to the OH stretching difference of the water in bulk and the coordinated water molecules within the metal-bound protein and free metal in solution. Zn possesses the best affinity for the coordination site, and has the capacity for maximum OH polarization of coordinated water molecules. The water OH energization being crucial for the functional activity of PZAse (hydrolysis of PZA in POA) suggests that Zn is very important from a functional point of view.
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